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Removing metal inclusions
in a casting line
Filtration is an important step in the 
casting process in which inclusions are 
removed from the metal stream. Inline 
fi lters typically fall into two categories: 
Single-use disposable fi lters, such as 
trough socks, or multiple-use fi lter boxes, 
including ceramic foam fi lter (CFF) boxes. 

Pyrotek designs and builds fi lter 
boxes based on an operation’s unique 
application and requirements. A fi lter 
box assembly is typically composed of the 
following components: 

� Steel shell housing
� Refractory fi lter bowl with inlet and 

outlet sections
� Filter media, such as CFF or bonded 

particle fi lter (BPF)
� Optional fi lter pre-heater system
� Drain system to empty the fi lter box 

between casts
� Sow moulds or drain pans
� Tap hole cones

Precast liner assemblies are pre-fi red 
refractory shapes that can be inserted 
into an existing steel shell and placed 
into service immediately. Materials used 
have excellent corrosion and thermal 
shock resistance and good non-wetting 
properties. They can include Pyrocast AR 
castable refractory, Pyrocast fused-silica or 
Pyrocast XP castable refractories, INSURAL 
140 and other materials.

Pyrotek’s insulation materials are 
designed to minimise heat loss, lower 
the steel shell temperature and reduce 
furnace temperatures. This also eliminates 
steelwork movement due to thermal 
expansion and provides uniform refractory 
temperatures throughout the shape. 

Structural support is designed for zero 
defl ection of the fi lter boxes in heated 
and fully operational modes, eliminating 
unnecessary trough movement.

Pyrotek’s optional electrical heating 

systems are precast, engineered modules 
that incorporate a hard refractory hot-
face and resistance wire to produce 
watt densities and power beyond that 
which is available from typical vacuum-
manufactured fi bre systems. 

The assemblies are built to specifi cation, 
including the correct priming height for 
the fi lter grade in use, priming reliability, 
durable refractory, thermal shock 
resistance, insulation and preheating 
elements. 

Pyrotek’s global network of application 
engineers work to determine which fi lter-
box assembly materials will best suit your 
operation.

Visit Pyrotek at AluExpo, Booth 
H10-D12, 8 to 10 October, in Istanbul, 
Turkey.
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